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ON QUASIJET BUNDLES 
JIRI TOMAS 
ABSTRACT. We discuss the Weil approach to the bundles of quasijets and describe the 
inclusion of the bundle of non-holonomic r-jets into the bundle of quasijets of order r. 
Applying this approach we rededuce a result by Dekret characterizing non-holonomic 
r-jets among quasijets of order r. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
We start from the concept of non holonomic r-jet, introduced by Ehresmann, [2] 
and investigated in works of Pradines, Kolaf, Dekret, Kures, Virsik and others, [8], 
[3], [1], [7]. 
We follow the results of Dekret from [1], namely the definition of quasijets with 
their basic properties and essentially use the result of Kolaf and Mikulski from [4], 
giving the description of bundle functors defined on the category Mfm x Mf from 
the point of view of the theory of Weil bundles. We use the standard notation from 
[5]. 
In the very beginning, we remind the basic concepts of non-holonomic r-jet and 
quasijet of order r. We also recall their basic properties and present the relation be-
tween them. We define the associated concept of (fc, r)-quasivelocities and introduce 
the bundle functor of quasijets on Mfm x Mf. 
Let M,N,P be manifolds. We recall that a non-holonomic r-jet is defined by 
induction as follows. 
Definition 1. For r = 1, the set of non-holonomic 1-jets J*(M, N) is the set of 
1-jets Jl(M,N) with their standard composition. 
By induction, let a : Jr_1(M, N) -i> M denote the source projection and /? : 
Jr_1(M, N) -> N the target projection of (r — l)-th order non-holonomic jets. Then 
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X is said to be a non-holonomic r-jet with the source x ~ M and the target y G N, 
if there is a local section cr : M -> Jr~l(M, N) such that X = j\a and /3(a(x)) = y. 
Let Y = jyp for a local section p : N —• J
r~l(N,P), y = /9(o-(x)). The composi-
tion y o K of non-holonomic r-jets is defined by 
y o j r = ji(p03(a(«)))o r_1a(u)) 
where or_x denotes the composition of non-holonomic (r —l)-jets and u is an element 
of M from a neighbourhood of x. 
Now we are going to remind the concept of quasijet. For a manifold M, consider 
the r-times iterated tangent bundle TrM. It is well-known that there are r structures 
of vector bundle on TrM, namely T r~VM : T
rM -> Tr~lM, where p{M : T
lM -> 
Tl~lM denote the tangent bundle projection. The definition of quasijet of order r 
reads as follows 
Definition 2. Let x G M and y G N. A map (p : (T rM)x -» (T
rN)y is said to 
be a quasijet of order r with the source x and the target y, if it is a vector bundle 
morphism with respect to all vector bundle structures (Tr~kpkM)x and (T
r~kpN)y, 
k = 1, . . . , r. The set of all such quasijets is denoted by QJr(M, N)y. 
We need the coordinate description of quasijets. Let xx = x0 denote the coordi-
nates on a manifold M and x\ = dxl0 the additional coordinates on TM. Define the 
coordinates on TrM by induction as follows. Let xlt . , denote the coordinates on 
Tr~l, Ei G {0,1} Vi G {1 , . . . ,r - 1}. Then x\x .. er_j0 denote the base coordinates 
on TrM with respect to the tangent bundle projection prM : T
rM -> Tr~lM, while 
x* - , i = dx* . f denote the fiber ones. 
By Dekret, [1], every quasijet ip G QJr(M,N) is expressed in coordinates by 
a?7 ifc
7 defined by the following equation 
(i) vL.,r= E <
rV<1---4 
( 7 i . . . 7
f e ) 
where the sum is taken over all multiindices 71 , , . , ,7 f c satisfying the following 
conditions 
(i)71 + --- + 7 f c - ^ = (^ i , . . .^r ) 
(ii) deg7x < deg72 • •• < deg7fc, where deg7 denotes the number of the first unit 
component in 7. 
(Here 7* denotes the i-th multiindex, while 7* denotes the i-th. component in the 
multiindex 7). 
In what follows, we interpret non-holonomic r-jets as quasijets of order rjmd prove 
the compatibility of their compositions. Every non-holonomic r-jet X 6 Jr(M,N)y 
determines a quasijet p,X € QJr(M,N)y as follows 
Let r = 1 and X = j^f. Then pX is defined as Txf. By induction, we define 
pX : TrM -> TrN for X G Jr(M, N)y. Let X = j
l
xa for a local a-section a : M -4 
Jr(M,N). Then <r(u) G JJ-^Af, J\T) and /i(a(u)) : Tr~lM -r Tr~a\u))N. We put 
lxK = Tx/i(c/(ti)). 
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Proposit ion 3. For a non-holonomic r-jet X £ J£(M,N)y, pX is a quasujet. If 
YeJr(N,P), then u(Y o X) = u(Y) o p(X). 
Proof. We^prove the assertion by induction. Let X = j\a for a local a-section 
a : M -> Jr~l(M,N). By induction, p(a(u)) : Tr~lM -> Tr~}{u))N is a quasi-
jet. Moreover, we have a map p(a) : Tr~lM -> Tr~lN defined by p(a)(z) = 
u(a(p(z)))(z), where p : Tr~lM -> M denotes the base projection. By the induc-
tion assumption, p(a) : Tr~lM -> Tr~xN is a vector bundle morphism with respect 
to all vector bundle structures Tr~1~xpiM and T
r~l~lpN. Then it is easy to see that 
Tu(a) : prM -> pN is a vector bundle morphism as well as Tp(a) : T " " * / ^ -> -^"Vjv 
for i = 1 , . . . , r - 1. Thus uX = Txu(a) : T
r~*PM ~* r y~Viv i s a quasijet, which 
proves the first claim. 
For the proof of the second assertion, consider local sections a:M->Jr~l(M1 N) 
and p : N -> Jr~l(N, P) and define u(p(a)) : Tr^\u))N -> T
r~lP by 
p(p(a))(p(a)(u)) = p(po(3(a(u)))(p(a(u))). 
We prove that u(p) o p(a)(u)=p(p(p))(u(a(u))). It holds 




By induction, we have Lt(p(a))(Lj(cr(u))) = u((po(3(a(u))) oa(u)) which implies u((po 
P(a(u)))oa(u)) = p(p) o u(a)(u). Let X = j 1 - , Y = jp{a{x))p' Applying T to both 
sides of the last equations yields u(YoX) = u(Y)op(X). This proves our claim. • 
By Dekret, [1], there is a bundle structure QJr(M1N) —> M x N on quasijets. 
Analogously to J r , [5], we can consider QJr as the bundle functor on the category 




l for any 
local diffeomorphism f : M -> M and any smooth map g : N —> N. The composition 
in the last expression denotes the composition of quasijets, where holonomic r-jets 
JB(X)9 a n (* 3rf(a(X))f~l a r e c o n s idered as quasijets. 
Now we are going to define the bundle of (m, r)-quasivelocities. We put QTmN= 
QJJ(Em ,1V) for a manifold N and QTmf = QJ£(idRm,f) for a smooth map / : 
N -» P. Thus we have the functor QTm : Mf -> TM. It can be easily verified 
that, that QTm is a product preserving functor and thus it is a Weil bundle T
A 
for A = QTmR. The situation is analogous to that for non-holonomic r-jets and 
non-holonomic (m, r)-velocities. Denote by Qj^ the Weil algebra corresponding to 
the bundle of (m, r)-quasivelocities and D^ the Weil algebra corresponding to the 
bundle of non-holonomic (m, r)- velocities. 
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2. WEIL APPROACH TO QUASUET BUNDLES 
We start this section from an important result of Kolaf and Mikulski, [4], from 
which we gradually deduce the description of quasijet bundles from the point of view 
of the theory of Weil bundles. Applying this approach, we also describe the inclusion 
of non-holonomic jets into the bundle of quasivelocities. 
Let F be a bundle functor defined on the product category Mfm x Mf. For a 
couple of manifolds (M, N) G Mfm x Mf we have two fibered manifold projections 
a : F(M, IV) -» M and b : F(M, IV) -> N. For another couple of manifolds (M, IV) e 
Mfm x Mf, a local diffeomorphism g : M —» M and a smooth map / : IV -» IV, 
we have a morphism.F(#,/) : F(M,N) -» F(M,N). Kolaf and Mikulski in [4] 




m,/)- Moreover, they defined the action HF of the jet group Gm on G
F 
by Hjv(JoV) = Fo(<p,idN) in the case F is a bundle functor of order r in the first 
factor. For every jg<D € Gm, H
F(j$(p) is a natural equivalence on GF and thus 
HF : Gm -> Af£(G
F) is a group homomorphism of Gm into the group of all natural 
equivalences J\f£(GF) on GF. 
Conversely, let G be a bundle functor defined on Mfm and H : Gm -» Af£(G) 
be a group homomorphism. We remind the bundle functor (G,H) on Mfm x Mf 
defined in [4]. We have (G,H)(M,IV) = PrM[GN,HN]y the bundle associated to 
the frame bundle PrM with the standard fiber GN and the action HN of Gm on 
GIV. For a local diffeomorphism g : M -> M and a smooth map / : AT -> IV, we 
have (G,H)(gJ) = P r0[G/]. We have bundle projections a : (G,H)(M,IV) -> M 
and6:(G,H)(M,IV)->IV. 
Then the result of Kolaf and Mikulski reads as follows 
Proposition 4. (i) For every bundle functor F defined on Mfm x Mf of order r 
in the first factor it holds F = (GF, HF). 
(ii) For another bundle functor F of this kind, natural transformations t: F -* F are 
in a bijection with natural transformations r : GF —> GF satisfying the equivariancy 
condition 
HNUO<P) OTN = TNO Hfliftip) 
for any jfo G Gm. 
(iii) A bundle functor F on Mfm x Mf of order r in the first factor preserves 
products in the second factor if and only if GF = TA for some Weil algebra A and 
H induces a homomorphism Gm —>• Aut(A) of Lie groups. 
The well-known bundle functors satisfying the assumptions of Proposition 4 are 
the functors of holonomic jets Jr, non-holonomic jets Jr and semiholonomic jets Jr. 
It is easy to verify that the functor of quasijets QJr satisfies the assumptions of (iii) 
from Proposition 4 too. Then GQr = QTm = T
Q - for the Weil algebra Q ^ The 
action of Gm on QTm is defined by HN(j
r<p)(X) = Xo(j^)'1 for X € QTmN and 
JQ<P 6 Gm. The situation is analogous to J
r, Jr and Jr. 
We are going to determine the Weil algebra Q^ = QTmR = QJ£(R
m,R). We 
come out from the coordinate expression of quasijets given by (1), using x% for the 
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canonical coordinates on Rm and y on R In what follows, we use multiindices 7 
formed by zeros and units, the number of which not exceed r. Denote by Er the 
multiindex composed from r units. A multiindex 7 is said to be contained in S if 
7j < Sj for any j = 1 , . . . , length^). Let us assign a polynomial a? \'?k r^i ... r * 
with variables Ty -••• ,T i* to a (ra,r)-quasivelocity determined by coordinates 
alx...ik • Consider the Weil algebra Wk of polynomials of k variables of degree at 
most r. Then it holds 
Proposition 5. Let Vmr2r^i) be generated by Ty for i e { l , . . . , m } , 7 C Er. 
Then Q^ = -D)Jn(2r_1)/I is the Weil algebra associated to the bundle of (m,r)-
quasivelocities, where the ideal I is of the form < r\%'T£ , 7 + S % Er >. The multi-
plication is defined as follows. For a = a/i.'.'.il T~A'- * r * and b = ^ji.'.'ji r61'- • T8l > 
the element c— ab satisfies 
(2) <l"£=tfl"?b?'+1"l!h 
\ / l\...lh "•»!•••-•»{ L*l+l"l*h 
where the sum on the right-hand side of (2) is taken over all subsets {i\,... ,i{\ C 
{!,... ,h} including the empty one. 
Proof. Let a, b € Q^ = QTmR be any (ra, r)-quasivelocities. Denote by \i: E
2 -> E 
the multiplication of reals. Then ab = T®™iJ,(a, b) = QTmii(a, b) -= j
rgta\ L9(6))/
X(a' ^)-
Since a, b can be considered as maps TQ Rm -.> TrE, fixing an element x G TQ Em , we 
can evaluate a(x) and 6(x). In coordinates, we can express x by xly for z € { 1 , . . . , ra} 
and a(x) and b(x) as follows 
(3) a(x) = /3(a) + a 7 1 : ^ x ; \ . . . x ; \ 
b(x)=m+bf:::f,4\---4 
The element j(*g(a) ^(6))^
 c a n De considered as a quasijet satisfying /if = /?(6), ii | = 
/2(a)> M12 = 1> Alii — M22 = 0 f°r a ny multiindices e,5 C Er and /if̂ vf. = 0 for 
I > 2. Thus T ^ O * , b)(x) = /3(6)a(x)+/3(a)6(x)+a7^ 





h we obtain 
(4) cfcí = ß(Ь)atІ + ßЖ^ + <..:£ C -*' + - . . . Є
t Ь 
where the sum is taken over all proper subsets {i\,..., U} C {1,..., h}. The coiin-
cidence of (4) with (2) proves our claim. • 
Thus the functor QJr can be expressed as (TQ™, C), where C : Grm -> Aut Q^ is 
defined by C(jr<p)(a) = 00 jgyT1 for any jg^ € Grm and a € Q^. 
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Let us remind, that the Weil algebra Bm of non-holonomic (ra, r)-velocities is 
identified with Bm 0 . . . 0 Bm, [3]. Elements of DĴ  are considered as polynomials 
N v ' 
ah-..irtil) • •. tiir) with variables t{il)... tr
ir) for it € {0,1 , . . . , ra} and tf
} = 1 for 
j € { l , . . . , r } . 
The following assertion describes the canonical inclusion i : D^ -> Q^, from 
which we can deduce the inclusion Jr -» QJr from Proposition 4. Moreover, it 
determines non-holonomic (ra, r)-velocities among (ra, r)-quasivelocities by the fact 
that A^'^ r;*-1 . ..r^* represents a non-holonomic (ra,r)-velocity if and only if 
Ah...ik depend on 7^, . . . , 7fc only up to deg7 x , . . . , deg7fe. 
Proposition 6. Let i : ©ĵ  -+ Qj^ be a map defined by i(ail...irti
)...tr
r)) = 
A£y.7kr$l) - • • r7*fc) satisfyin9 
(5) A]i'.'.7k ^ajts
de^1 ...j^^1 
Then i is on injective algebra homomorphism. 
Proof. Let a = a^.^t^ .. .tr
ir) and bh...jrt^
l).. .tr
jr) e Wm. Then c = ab 
satisfies c = Oi1...ir&ji...jr4*
1+.. .tr
 r + j r , where t^ = 0 whenever ii > 1. 
Then D = i(a)i(b) satisfies D$;-f = llvK"£B£$-K> w h e r e A = ' W ' 
B = i(b) and X> is the set of all decomposiotions of {a 1 , . . . , ak} onto {/31,..., (3h} 
with complementary {71 , . . .,7fc~^} and the bottom indices i i , . . . , i / i as well as 
ji» - • • ijk-h correspond to the top multiindices. By the definition of i we have 
(6) D?i".l° = Z ^ ^ ^ . . ; , * ^ 
v 
Further, C -= i(ab) satisfies 
( i l i — .ir) 
where 0 < j i < tj(5fga*,... ,0 < j r < 1$°*°'. 
The last equality follows from (2), the multiplication formula for (ra, r)-quasi-
velocities. Obviously, (7) corresponds bijectively with decompositions {a1 , . . .a*} 
and {7 1 , . . . ,7fe~h} in (6). This completes the proof. • 
Proposition 7. Let /1 : Jr —> QJr be the inclusion of non-holonomic r-jets into 
quasijets of order r from Proposition 5. Then the restriction ]irm of \i to TmR = Bm 
coincides with i: Bm -> Qj^ defined in Proposition 6. 
Proof. In general let bix...ir denote the coordinates of non-holonomic r-jets from 
Jr(Em,E), created by induction according to the definition of non-holonomic jets. 
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Let a : Rm -> Jr(Rm,R) be a local section in the neighbourhood of 0 G Rm. 
Then a(u) is expressed as biltm.ir{u). Put ail...ir = 6il...ir(0) = a(0). Further, as-
sume ri(a(u)) has the coordinates B^''^ (u) and put -4?//.^ = B^'? (0). As the 
i k 
assumption hypothesis we assume £?...£ (u) = b. deg7i . gde&1i(u) which implies 
the assertion for order r. To prove it for r 4- 1, we have ila(u), in coordinates 
(^,...zr(^),&t1...irir+l(v)), where &ix...irir+1(t;) = ^ . ^ " V Further, fi(a(u)) con-
sidered as the map TrRm -> T^(<T(t4))R is expressed by y = B?"?*{u)uifx . . . u £ . 
Then T«(M(a(«))) satisfies dy = ^ i ^ l ^ . . . ^ ^ + E t i ^ V . ^ M 
tl̂ i • • • u y + e • • •
 ytyk > where er+i denotes the multiindex with just one unit on the 
(r + l)-st position. Setting v = 0 £ Rm, comparing the components x3^ .. .x3a\ for 
ah C J?r+i and taking into account Proposition 5 and Proposition 6, we prove our 
claim. • 
Corollary 8. Let /i:Jr(M,iV) -> QJ^(M,N) be the inclusion from Proposition 3. 
The [i is the natural inclusion corresponding to i: D^ -> Qm. 
Proof. By Proposition 4 (i), every X € Jr(M,N) is identified with {iota(x),X o 
Jota(X)} € P
rM[T^nN, Htf], where tu is the translation, mapping 0 onto u. It follows 
from Proposition 4 (ii) and (iii) and Proposition 7 that {iotQ{x)ii(X °iota(x))} ~ 
{J0*a(X).M(*° Jota(X))} = { j o V ) ' ^ ) ° ^ a W ) } ~ MPO- D 
Remark. We finish this section by a more geometrical description of the Weil 
algebra <Q̂  and QJl(M,N)y. In general, let Ax = R x N\ and ^42 = R x N2 be 
Weil algebras with nilpotent ideals N\ and N2. Their direct sum A\® A2 is defined 
as R x iVi x JV2, where we put n\n2 = 0 for nx €̂ iV"i and n2 £ N2. By a direct 
evaluation, using Proposition 5, we obtain Q^ = D^ © D^ = (O^ ® B*j 0 D^. In 
this way we find QJ^(M,N)y = J*(MyN)y 0 J^(M,N)y. 
3 . QUASUETS AND NON-HOLONOMIC JETS 
In this section, we are going to apply the approach from Section 2 to rededuce a 
result by Dekret in [1], giving the criterion how to recognize non-holonomic r-jets 
among quasijets of order r. 
Let us recall the concept of the kernel injection, [1]. For a vector bundle q : E -> M 
we have two structures of vector bundle on TE, namely p : TE -> E and Tq : TE —> 
TM. Denote by HE -> M (the so called heart of a vector bundle E -» M, [8], [6]) 
the vector bundle Vpf)VTq -> M. The identification VE & EXME \s well-known. 
The kernel injection V0
E : E « HE -> TJS is expressed by Vpf 0^, 2/P) = (z \ °> °> 2/P)> 
[6]. 
Let us consider a vector bundle Tk~~%p%M : T
kM -> Tk lM from Section 1. Denote 
by V^ : T^p^ -> -T*"i+1PM t h e k e r n e l injection on TkM with respect to the i-th 
vector bundle structure on TkM. In Section 1, we defined the coordinates x*lmm.ek on 
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TkM. There is a Weil bundle structure on TkM, namely T1^ M corresponding to the 
Weil algebra D^ = D ® . . . ® D, where D denotes the algebra of dual numbers. Thus 
every element of TkM with coordinates x^ £k can be represented by p polynomials 
of the form x^ £fcr[
x .. .r£*. It can be easily verified that 
(9) ^ ( < . . . e t T r . . . r ^ ) = (l-e i)x?1 . . .£ 4rf^..r^+e i(l-eO<...e f crf^..r f c
£*r f c + 1 
The last formula is equivalent to TJ -> (1 - Sj)Tj+SjTjTk+i. By direct evaluation we 
obtain that V$f : D^ -+ Dfc+1 is a homomorphism of Weil algebras and consquentely, 
^ofcf : TkM -> Tk+XM is a natural transformation. In the same way we obtain 
that TlV^ff : Tk+lM -> Tk+l+lM is a natural transformation too. Denote by 
Ki : QJk —> QJk~l the projection of quasijet bundles induced by the projection 
Tk~ipi : Tk -> Tk~l, [1]. Then the result by Dekret reads 
A quasijet X € QJk(M,N)y represents a non-holonomic r-jet if and only if the 
following conditions are satisfied 
(Tk~2VlNyl QXQ (T
k-2Vtf*) = K2X 
(Tk-3VQ\
N)~l o X o (Tk-3V1M) = (Tk-3V™)~1 o X o (Tk~3V0





M) = nk^ 
To deduce the result by our approach, denote by (VJjM,iV)* : QJ i+1(M,N) -+ 
QJ{(M, N) -> QJi+1(M, N) a map defined by X .-+ (V^^)"1 o X o VJM for X e 
QJi+1(M,N). Analogously denote by (T l^M ' iV)*:QJ i+ i+1(M,iV) -+ QJ i+l(M,N) 
-> QJ i + '+ 1(M, iV) a map defined b y l 4 (TlV^N)~l o X o (TlVJM) for X e 
QJ i+ /+1(M,iV). 
Proposition 9. Let M,N be manifolds. Then (T^^V^^)* • QJk(M,N) -~> 
QJk~x(M, N) is a natural transformation for i = 1, . . . , k — 1 and j = 1, . . . , i. 
Proof. By Proposition 4, it is sufficient to prove that (Tfc- i-1V0^
m 'R)* : Q^ -> Q^ 
is a homomorphism of Weil algebras equivariant in respect to the action of Gm on 
Q^. We prove this for (V^R ,M)* : Q+l -+ QJ+1 which proves our claim for i = k~ 1. 
We show, that this proof can be easily extended to other cases of i. 
Let Ye = Yei..,ei0 be the coordinates on T
l~t = D* «-+ D i+1 = Fi+1R and y6 = 
y5i...6i+l the coordinates on T
i+1R = D i + 1 . Further, let a] \\? be the coordinates 
on QF4+1R = QKI"1 and x\ be the coordinates on :PRm = (W)m «-+ (D i+1)m = 
T i + 1Rm . Then the formula (9) implies 
(11) Ye = (1 - Ei+i)((l - €j)ye + ejye+ei+i) 
and the map (V^ )* satisfies 
(12) Y, = (1 - £i+1)((l - e^tf^ -. .*£ + e ^ a t ^ ^
1 - 7 ' ^ • • .*£) 
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for 71 + - • -+7* = e, deg7X < • • • < deg7fe. Evaluating the coefficients by x\ . . . x\, 
we obtain the coordinates A^'? on Qm expressed by af*;;;/* as follows 
d3) 4:::£ = d-ill)• • • d-7f+i)((i-E^-tiT + ^:::t
ei+1~jk) 
L^ a = a?i;;£T$K..T!p
) e Qj+i, 6 = ^ ^ . . . r ^ G QJ+1 and A = 
(Vj*m*Y{a), B = (yfm 'R)*(6). ^ e r let C = AS and I) = (V>*m*y(ab). 
Then we have Cg*;;£* = Ilv ^''fn Bii"h-h' w ^ e r e P i s t h e s e t o f a11 decomposi-
tions of {a 1 , . . . , ak} into {/J1,..., fjh} with the complementary {7 1 , . . . , lk~h} and 
the corresponding bottom indices. By (13) we have 
<£:£' = EKi-rtV,) • • • (i-l^xu-E/^fcf+l^.:f+e>+1-/3'')] 
D 1=1 
(14) l ( l - 7 / + i ) . . . ( l - T &
f c ) ( ( l - ^ 
1=1 
On the other hand 
(15) B£;£ = (i - aU - (i - «?+i)((i - 1 4 ) E <"£<::C
h+ 
1=1 V 
pJ Zsah-3h °h:.h-h +1j2sah.~jh0h:.ik-h 
V V 
It is easy to see that Cfx;;£ = -D^;;£* which follows that (T^jf
m,R)* : Qm -> Q*m 
is a homomorphism. The fact that (r*-*-iy^Rm>R)* : Q^ -» Q^ is a homomor-
phism follows from (10), (12) and (13) remaining unchanged if we replace (V^R ,R)* 
by (T/Vr(j
Rm,R)*. The equivariancy of ( T * - * " 1 ^ ™ ' 1 ) * with respect to the action 
of Gm on Qj^ follows from the fact that T^^V^ : D*"
1 -> D* is a natural 
transformation. This completes the proof. D 
We state the following assertion, the proof of which is omitted since it is almost 
the same as that of Proposition 9, only technically easier. 
Proposition 10. The quasijet projection KI : QJk+l —> QJk induced by the l-th 
vector bundle structure Tk+1~lpl : Tk+1 -*Tk is a natural transformation. 
We shall need the coordinate expressions of homomorphisms Ki+i : Q ^ 1 -» 
Qk «-> QE+1. Let a e Q ^ 1 and-.A = *+i(a). Further, let a = afc^T™.. .r£fc) 
and A = Af'-fj^.. . r j / ( ) . Then it holds 
(is) 4:::£ = ^-^--^~^4:::£ 
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If we compare (16) with (13), we have 
d7) -far - a - twl'ti +^<:::tei+1- "* 
i=i 
for all multiindices 7 1 , . . . ,7^ of order k + 1 satisfying 7' C J5jt+1, i + 1 £ 7' for 
i = l , . . . , / i , deg7x < ••• < deg7^. 
By Proposition 6, a (ra, r)-quasivelocity represents a non-holonomic (ra, r)-velocity 
if and only if all a î.'.'.il depend on 7 1 . . . ~fh only up to deg7 x , . . . , deg7/l. We prove 
the result of Dekret if we show the equivalence of the last condition with (17). 
Fix 7 1 , . . . , yh except of Z and consider 7' derived from 7* by 7J+1 = 0 and 7' = 1. 
Further, denote by edeg7. the multiindex containing the only unit at the (deg7*)-th 
position. Clearly deg7* = deg7* and aJ '"? "*7 = a? "Z *"7 is equivalent with 
(17), setting j = deg7*. The condition a7i.".'.il *"7 = ah...ift
deg7 ls equivalent 
with (17), which is obtained by setting j = deg7* and iterating the last step for all 
i + 1 corresponding to units in the multiindex 7*. This way we obtain the result by 
Dekret. 
I thank prof. I. Kolaf for his much useful help, advice and suggestions. 
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